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An OSD circuit for displaying advertising picture data on the screen of a television receiver is disclosed, and the circuit includes: an oscillator (3), a first counter (6), a second counter (7), a third counter (8), an F/F circuit (31), a ROM (9,10,11) and an automatic color adjusting means. The oscillator (3) supplies clock signals to the first counter (6), and the first and second counters (6,7) supplies horizontal and vertical scanning addresses to the ROM (9,10,11) so as for the advertising picture data to be outputted from the ROM (9,10,11). The third counter (8) supplies a delay signal for displaying of an advertising picture data of a picture scene at a time, thereby inhibiting the output of the ROM (9,10,11) for a certain period of time. The F/F circuit (31) prevents a dual display of the advertising picture on the screen, and the ROM (9,10,11) stores the advertising picture data separately for main color data, first sub-color data, second sub-color data and brightness data. The automatic color adjusting means receives the advertising data consisting of the main color data, the first sub-color data and the second sub-color data from the ROM (9,10,11) and supplies an advertising picture having a color definitely contrasting to the color of the picture of the currently broadcasting program. If the
OSD circuit of the present invention is applied to television receivers, not only advertising picture data can be continuously displayed for a certain period of time in a successive manner, but also a clear and harmonized picture color can be obtained.

Claim

1. An OSD (on-screen display) circuit for displaying advertising picture data on the screen of a television receiver, comprising:
   an oscillating means 3 for generating oscillating signals synchronized with horizontal synchronizing signals 1 after receipt of the horizontal synchronizing signals 1 from among television video signals, and for supplying the oscillating signals as clock signals to a first counter means 6;
   said first counter means 6 generating horizontal scanning addresses to supply them to ROMs 9, 10 and 11 by counting the clock signals from said oscillating means 3, and being cleared upon receipt of a next horizontal synchronizing signal so as for the horizontal scanning address to return to the initial value;
   a second counter means 7 for generating vertical scanning addresses by counting the horizontal synchronizing signals as clock signals in order to supply them to said ROMs 9, 10 and 11, and for being cleared upon receipt of a vertical synchronizing signal 2 so as for the vertical scanning address to return to the initial value;
   a third counter means 8 for generating delay signals required for displaying an advertising data block of one picture scene for a certain period of time on the screen by counting the
vertical synchronizing signals 2 as clock signals, and for supplying the delay signals through a decoder 12 to said ROMs 9, 10 and 11 so as for said ROMs 9, 10 and 11 to output the same advertising picture data groups for a certain period of time;

said third counter means 8 being cleared upon receipt of a power-on signal from a power-on detector 13 so as for said decoder 12 to select said ROMs 9, 10 and 11 in a predetermined sequence, and so as for an advertising data to be outputted in a predetermined sequence;

an F/F (flip-flop) circuit 31 for generating disabling signals to said ROMs 9, 10 and 11 by using carry signals as clock signals after receipt the carry signals from said first counter means 6, in order to prevent a dual display of the advertising picture data on the screen, said dual display being attributable to an address overflow in said first counter means 6;

said ROMs 9, 10 and 11 storing advertising data separately for main color data, first sub-color data, second sub-color data and brightness data; and

an automatic color adjusting means for selecting colors definitely contrasting to the colors of the picture of the currently broadcasting program, after receipt of an advertising data (consisting of main color data, first sub-color data and second sub-color data) through a buffer 15 from said ROMs 9, 10 and 11.
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Invention Title: OSD Circuit for Displaying Advertising Picture Data

The following statement is a full description of this invention, including the best method of performing it known to me/us:-
Field of the invention

The present invention relates to an OSD (on-screen display) circuit for displaying advertising picture data on the screen of a television receiver, and particularly to an advertising data displaying circuit in which an advertising data continuously and successively appears on a part of the screen of a television receiver together with the picture of the broadcasting program in order to give a high advertising effect.

Background of the invention

Conventionally, there has been developed an OSD type television receiver which is capable of displaying special data (such as the selected channel number, sound volume, current time and the like) in the form of an OSD picture on a part of the screen in addition to the picture of the currently broadcasting program. However, such OSD data can be displayed or erased as desired by the watching person, and the color of the OSD picture is limited to a mono color font data.

Summary of the invention

Therefore it is the object of the present invention to
provide an OSD circuit for displaying advertising picture data, in which it is possible to continuously and successively display advertising picture data of various colors and a complicated design in the form of an OSD picture on a part of the screen of a television receiver, and the OSD picture cannot be erased by the user as desired, the color of the OSD picture being made to be contrasting to the color of the picture of the broadcasting program.

In achieving the above object, the OSD circuit according to the present invention includes: an oscillating means for supplying clock signals to a first counter means; first and second counter means for supplying horizontal and vertical scanning addresses so as for an advertising picture data to be outputted from a ROM; a third counter means for holding the advertising picture data so as for the next data not to be outputted from the ROM for a certain period of time, by outputting to the ROM a delay signal corresponding to displaying an advertising picture scene; an F/F (flip-flop) circuit for preventing a dual display of the advertising data; a ROM for storing the advertising data separately for main color data, first sub-color data, second sub-color data and brightness data; and an automatic color adjusting means for adjusting the color of the advertising picture data to one definitely
contrasting to the color of the picture of the currently broadcasting program, after receipt of the advertising data consisting of main color data, first sub-color data, and second sub-color data.

Brief description of the drawings

The above object and other advantages of the present invention will become more apparent by describing in detail the preferred embodiment of the present invention with reference to the attached drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a block diagram showing the constitution of the OSD circuit for displaying advertising picture data according to the present invention; and

Figures 2a and 2b illustrate wave patterns of the signals outputted from the respective blocks of Figure 1.

Description of the preferred embodiment

As shown in Figure 1, the OSD circuit for displaying advertising picture data according to the present invention includes: an oscillator 3; a first counter 6; a second counter 7; a third counter 8; a F/F (flip-flop) circuit 31; ROMs 9, 10 and 11; and an automatic color adjusting means.

The oscillator 3 receives horizontal synchronizing signals
1 from among television video signals, and then, performs oscillations to supply clock signals to the first counter 6, after making the clock signals synchronized with the horizontal synchronizing signals.

The first counter 6 generates horizontal scanning addresses and supplies them to the ROMs 9, 10 and 11 for horizontally scanning the advertising data after receipt of the clock signals from the oscillator 3. Then the first counter 6 is cleared upon receipt of a next horizontal synchronizing signal, so that the horizontal scanning address should return to the initial value.

The second counter 7 generates vertical scanning addresses to supply them to the ROMs 9, 10 and 11 after receipt of the horizontal synchronizing signals (in the form of clock signals) and by counting them. Then the second counter 7 is cleared upon receipt of a next vertical synchronizing signal 2, so that the vertical scanning address should return to the initial value.

The third counter 8 generates delay signals for displaying an advertising data block of a picture scene for a certain period of time, by receiving and counting the vertical synchronizing signals in the form of clock signals. Further, the third counter 8 supplies delay signals through a decoder 12 to the ROMs 9, 10 and 11, so that the ROMs 9, 10 and 11 should output the same advertising data groups for a certain period of time.
Further, the third counter 8 is cleared upon receipt of a power-on signal from a power-on detector 13, so that the decoder 12 should be always able to select the ROMs 9, 10 and 11 always in the same order.

The F/F circuit 31 supplies carry signals of the first counter 6 to disable the ROMs 9, 10 and 11, so that the dual display of the advertising data due to an address overflow of the first counter 6 should be prevented.

The ROMs 9, 10 and 11 store the advertising data separately for main color data, first sub-color data, second sub-color data and brightness signal data.

The automatic color adjusting means receives advertising data consisting of main color data, first sub-color data and second sub-color data through a buffer 15 from the ROMs 10 and 11, and then, carries out color adjustments in such a manner that the color of the advertising data should be definitely contrasting with the color of the currently broadcasting program.

The automatic color adjusting means further includes: a multiplexer 19, a sample/hold circuit 20, an integrating circuit 22, R-G, G-B and B-R comparators 23, 24 and 25, and a data selector 26.

The multiplexer 19 selects one at a time from among R (red), G (green) and B (blue) video signals of R, G and B lines.
16, 17 and 18 under the control of the delay signals of the third counter 8, and supplies the selected signals to the sample/hold circuit 20.

The sample/hold circuit 20 samples out a plurality of sets of signals from among the R, G and B signals as required for the picture data after receipt of the R, G and B signals from the multiplexer 19 in a successive manner. The sample/hold circuit 20 sends the sampled signals through a demultiplexer 21 to the integrating circuit 22. Further, the sample/hold circuit 20 receives a hold signals which is formed by the sum addition of a blank signal of the second counter 7 and an OE signal of the F/F circuit 31, so that the advertising picture data which are outputted through the R, G and B lines should not be read during the sampling.

The integrating circuit 22 extracts R, G and B average value signals from among the R, G and B sampled data groups which are received through the demultiplexer 21.

The R-G, G-B and B-R comparators 23, 24 and 25 respectively compare the magnitudes of the R, G and B signals after extraction of them from the picture signals for the peripheral portions of the advertising picture. Then the comparators 23, 24 and 25 supply the compared data to the data selector 26.

The data selector 26 combines the advertising picture data
supplied from the buffer 15, based on the compared results of the
comparators 23, 24 and 25. Then the data selector 26 forms an
advertising picture data of a clear and harmonized color which
is definitely contrasting to the color of the currently
broadcasting program. Then the data selector 26 supplies the
mentioned data through R, G and B driving circuits 27, 28 and
29 to the R, G and B lines 16, 17 and 18, so that the data
should be displayed in the form of an OSD picture.

The circuit of the present invention constituted as above
will now be described as to its operations.

First, by using the horizontal synchronizing signals 1 as
inhibiting signals, the oscillator 3 operates in such a manner
as to output its output in synchronization with the horizontal
synchronizing signals.

Then the first counter 6 is let to count using the output
signals of the oscillator 3 as clock signals, and the outputs
of the first counter 6 are used as the horizontal scanning
addresses for the ROMs 9, 10 and 11. By using the horizontal
synchronizing signals 1 as clock signals, the second counter
7 is let to count, so as for the outputs of the second counter
7 to be used as the vertical scanning addresses for the ROMs 9,
10 and 11. Under this condition, when a next horizontal
synchronizing signal 1 is inputted, the first counter 6 is
cleared, so that the horizontal scanning address should return to the initial value. Meanwhile, if a vertical synchronizing signal 2 is inputted, the second counter 7 is cleared, so that the vertical scanning address should return to the initial value. Then the count of the ROM addresses for the portion of one picture scene is terminated, and the count of a next picture portion is started.

Further, the third counter 8 is let to count using the vertical synchronizing signals 2 as clock signals to generate delay signals, so that an advertising picture block of one picture scene should be made to appear on the screen of a television receiver for a certain period of time. The delay signal is supplied through the decoder 12 to the ROMs 9, 10 and 11, so that the next picture data should not be outputted from the ROMs 9, 10 and 11. The decoder 12 controls the output enable signals of the ROM 9, 10 and 11 by utilizing the output signals of the third counter 8. The third counter 8 is cleared by the power-on detecting signals of the power-on detector 13, and therefore, the ROMs 9, 10 and 11 are always selected in a successive manner.

Meanwhile, if a carry signal is generated from the first counter 6 at the time point when the horizontal scanning of a first round is terminated, the ROMs 9, 10 and 11 are disabled
by the F/F circuit 31 which uses the carry signals as clock signals. Consequently, there is prevented a dual display of the advertising data caused by an address overflow of the first counter 6, so that another advertising picture should not be displayed at another place on the screen.

If the output data of the ROMs 9, 10 and 11 consists of 8 bits, the data of the actual advertising picture consists of 4 bits. Therefore, if the data is divided into upper 4 bits and lower 4 bits by means of the data selector 14, and if the data are sent to the buffer 15 by 4 bits and 4 bits, then the memory spaces of the ROMs 9, 10 and 11 can be saved.

The advertising data outputted in the above described manner is converted into a color which is definitely contrasting to the color of the picture of the currently broadcasting program. These converted data are outputted through the R, G and B driving circuits 27, 28 and 29 to the R, G and B lines 16, 17 and 18, before being displayed on the relevant portion of the television screen.

Now the operation of the automatic color adjusting circuit will be described further.

First, the multiplexer 19 receives R, G and B signals of the picture data of the currently broadcasting program through the R, G and B lines 16, 17 and 18 respectively, and selects
signals one by one from the R, G and B signals to output them to the sample/hold circuit 20 under the control of the third counter 8.

The sample/hold circuit 20 receives the R, G and B signals from the multiplexer 19 in a sequential manner, and carries out a plurality of required samplings from the R, G and B signals of the picture data to output them through the demultiplexer 21 to the integrating circuit 22. Further, the sample/hold circuit 20 receives hold signals which are formed by the sum addition of blank signals of the second counter 7 and OE signals of the F/F circuit 31, so that the advertising picture data should not be read during the sampling.

From the R, G and B data groups which are selected in the above described manner, average value signals are extracted by the integrating circuit 22.

The R-G, G-B and B-R comparators 23, 24 and 25 compare the R, G and B average value signals after receipt of them from the integrating circuit 22, and the result of the comparisons are outputted to the data selector 26.

For example, the output data after the comparisons of the R-G, G-B and B-R colors are as shown in the following table.
In the above table, the values under the heading of R<G, G<B and B<R are the output values of the R-G, G-B and B-R comparators.

Based on the compared results of the comparators 23, 24 and 25, the data selector 26 combines the output signals of the R-G, G-B and B-R comparators 23, 24 and 25 with the main color signals, the first sub-color signals and the second sub-color signals. Then the data selector 26 selects one from among the R, G and B lines in order to output the main color signals, the first sub-color signals or the second sub-color signals. Thus the color which is most contrasting to the color of the currently broadcasting program is outputted through the R, G and B driving circuits 27, 28 and 29 to the R, G and B lines 16, 17 and 18.
As an example, the data selector 26 is formed by using a logic array based on the following table and formulas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R&lt;(G \land G&lt;B \land B&lt;R \land R&lt;G )</th>
<th>G&lt;(B \land B&lt;R )</th>
<th>R out</th>
<th>G out</th>
<th>B out</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 0 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1 0</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1 0</td>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
R \text{ out} = A \land [(R<\(G \land \overline{G} < \overline{B} \land \overline{B} < \overline{R} \)) + (R<\(G \land G < B \land \overline{B} < \overline{R} \))] \\
+ B \land [(\overline{R} < \overline{G} \land G < B \land \overline{B} < \overline{R}) + (R<\(G \land \overline{G} < \overline{B} \land B < R))]
\]

\[
R \text{ out} = C \land [(\overline{R} < \overline{G} \land \overline{G} < \overline{B} \land B < R) + (\overline{R} < G \land B < G \land B < R)]
\]
G out = A & [( R<\text{G} & \text{G}<\text{B} & \text{B}<\text{R} ) + ( R<\text{G} & \text{G}<\text{B} & \text{B}<\text{R} )] + B & [( R<\text{G} & \text{G}<\text{B} & \text{B}<\text{R} ) + ( R<\text{G} & \text{G}<\text{B} & \text{B}<\text{R} )] + C & [( R<\text{G} & \text{G}<\text{B} & \text{B}<\text{R} ) + ( R<\text{G} & \text{G}<\text{B} & \text{B}<\text{R} )]

B out = A & [( R<\text{G} & \text{G}<\text{B} & \text{B}<\text{R} ) + ( R<\text{G} & \text{G}<\text{B} & \text{B}<\text{R} )] + B & [( R<\text{G} & \text{G}<\text{B} & \text{B}<\text{R} ) + ( R<\text{G} & \text{G}<\text{B} & \text{B}<\text{R} )] + C & [( R<\text{G} & \text{G}<\text{B} & \text{B}<\text{R} ) + ( R<\text{G} & \text{G}<\text{B} & \text{B}<\text{R} )]

In the above table and formulas, the symbols represent as follows:

- \text{R}<\text{G}: output value of the R-G comparator 23;
- \text{G}<\text{B}: output value of the G-B comparator 24;
- \text{B}<\text{R}: output value of the B-R comparator 25;
- A: value of the main color data supplied from the ROM
- B: value of the first sub-color data supplied from the ROM
- C: value of the second sub-color data supplied from the ROM
- \text{R} \text{ out}: values of R signals outputted to the R driving
circuit;

G out: values of the G signals outputted to the G driving circuit;

B out: values of B signals outputted to the B driving circuit.

Therefore, there can be formed an advertising on-screen display having colors definitely contrasting to the peripheral colors of the picture of the currently broadcasting program.

If the OSD circuit for displaying advertising picture data according to the present invention as described above is applied to a television receiver, not only the advertising picture data can be successively and continuously displayed for a certain period of time on a proper place of the screen, but also the color of the advertising picture can be automatically adjusted in such a manner as to be contrasted from and harmonized with the peripheral colors of the picture of the currently broadcasting program. Therefore, if a television receiver with the OSD circuit of the present invention employed is installed for displaying advertisements in public areas such as hotels, railway stations, express bus terminals and the like, high advertising effects can be obtained with low costs.

Further, the OSD circuit of displaying advertising pictures according to the present invention can be applied to all kinds
of picture displaying apparatuses including VCR (video cassette recorder), LDP (laser disc player) and the like.
What is claimed is: The claims defining the invention are as follows.

1. An OSD (on-screen display) circuit for displaying advertising picture data on the screen of a television receiver, comprising:

   an oscillating means 3 for generating oscillating signals synchronized with horizontal synchronizing signals 1 after receipt of the horizontal synchronizing signals 1 from among television video signals, and for supplying the oscillating signals as clock signals to a first counter means 6;

   said first counter means 6 generating horizontal scanning addresses to supply them to ROMs 9, 10 and 11 by counting the clock signals from said oscillating means 3, and being cleared upon receipt of a next horizontal synchronizing signal so as for the horizontal scanning address to return to the initial value;

   a second counter means 7 for generating vertical scanning addresses by counting the horizontal synchronizing signals as clock signals in order to supply them to said ROMs 9, 10 and 11, and for being cleared upon receipt of a vertical synchronizing signal 2 so as for the vertical scanning address to return to the initial value;

   a third counter means 8 for generating delay signals required for displaying an advertising data block of one picture scene for a certain period of time on the screen by counting the
vertical synchronizing signals 2 as clock signals, and for supplying the delay signals through a decoder 12 to said ROMs 9, 10 and 11 so as for said ROMs 9, 10 and 11 to output the same advertising picture data groups for a certain period of time;

said third counter means 8 being cleared upon receipt of a power-on signal from a power-on detector 13 so as for said decoder 12 to select said ROMs 9, 10 and 11 in a predetermined sequence, and so as for an advertising data to be outputted in a predetermined sequence;

an F/F (flip-flop) circuit 31 for generating disabling signals to said ROMs 9, 10 and 11 by using carry signals as clock signals after receipt the carry signals from said first counter means 6, in order to prevent a dual display of the advertising picture data on the screen, said dual display being attributable to an address overflow in said first counter means 6;

said ROMs 9, 10 and 11 storing advertising data separately for main color data, first sub-color data, second sub-color data and brightness data; and

an automatic color adjusting means for selecting colors definitely contrasting to the colors of the picture of the currently broadcasting program, after receipt of an advertising data (consisting of main color data, first sub-color data and
second sub-color data) through a buffer 15 from said ROMs 9, 10 and 11.

2. The OSD circuit for displaying advertising picture data on the screen of a television receiver as claimed in claim 1, wherein said automatic color adjusting means comprises:

   a multiplexer means 19 for selecting signals one by one from R, G and B signals of the television video signals through R, G and B lines 16, 17 and 18 under the control of the delay signals of said third counter means 8, in order to supply them to a sample/hold means 20;

   said sample/hold means 20 sampling a plurality of signals for each set of the R, G and B signals after receipt of them from said multiplexer 19 in a sequential manner in order to send the sampled signals through a demultiplexer 21 to an integrating means 22;

   said sample/hold means 20 holding the advertising picture data of said R, G and B lines 16, 17 and 18 so as for the data not to be read during the sampling upon receipt of a hold signal, said hold signal being formed by the sum addition of a blanking signal of said second counter means 7 and an OE signal of said F/F circuit 31;

   said integrating means 22 extracting R, G and B average
value signals from the R, G and B sampling data after receipt of them from said demultiplexer 21;

R-G, G-B and B-R comparing means 23, 24 and 25 for comparing the magnitudes of the picture signals extracted from the peripheral regions of the advertising portion, in order to output the compared data to a data selecting means 26;

said data selecting means 26 combining the advertising picture data after receipt of them from said buffer means 15 based c~ the compared results of said comparing means 23, 24 and 25; and

said data selecting means sending through R, G and B driving circuits 27, 28 and 29 to said R, G and B lines 16, 17 and 18 an advertising picture data having the most clear and harmonized colors contrasting to the colors of the picture of the currently broadcasting program, thereby forming an OSD picture.

3. The OSD circuit for displaying advertising picture data on the screen of a television receiver as claimed in claim 2, wherein the logic formulas for the R, G and B color data of the advertising picture data outputted from said data selecting means to said R, G and B driving circuits 27, 28 and 29 comprises a logic array as specified below:
\[
R \text{ out} = A \& [(R < G \& G < B \& B < R) + (R < G \& G < B \& B < R)] \\
+ B \& [(\overline{R} < G \& G < B \& \overline{B} < R) + (R < G \& G < B \& B < R)] \\
+ C \& [(\overline{R} < G \& G < B \& B < R) + (\overline{R} < G \& G < B \& B < R)] \\
\]

\[
G \text{ out} = A \& [(\overline{R} < G \& G < B \& B < R) + (\overline{R} < G \& G < B \& B < R)] \\
+ B \& [(\overline{R} < G \& G < B \& \overline{B} < R) + (R < G \& G < B \& \overline{B} < R)] \\
+ C \& [(R < G \& G < B \& \overline{B} < R) + (R < G \& G < B \& \overline{B} < R)] \\
\]

\[
B \text{ out} = A \& [(\overline{R} < G \& G < B \& B < R) + (R < G \& G < B \& B < R)] \\
+ B \& [(\overline{R} < G \& G < B \& B < R) + (R < G \& G < B \& \overline{B} < R)] \\
+ C \& [(\overline{R} < G \& G < B \& \overline{B} < R) + (R < G \& G < B \& \overline{B} < R)] \\
\]

where the symbols in the above formulas represent as follows:
R<G: output value of said R-G comparing means 23;
G<B: output value of said G-B comparing means 24;
B<R: output value of said B-R comparing means 25;
A: value of the main color data supplied from said ROM;
B: value of the first sub-color data supplied from said ROM;
C: value of the second color data supplied from said ROM;
R out: values of the R signals outputted to said R driving circuit;
G out: values of the G signals outputted to said G driving circuit; and
B out: values of the B signals outputted to said B driving circuit.

DATED this TWENTY-SECOND day of FEBRUARY 1993
Samsung Co. Ltd.

Patent Attorneys for the Applicant
SPRUSON & FERGUSON
OSD Circuit for Displaying Advertising Picture Data

ABSTRACT

An OSD circuit for displaying advertising picture data on the screen of a television receiver is disclosed, and the circuit includes: an oscillator (3), a first counter (6), a second counter (7), a third counter (8), an F/F circuit (31), a ROM (9,10,11) and an automatic color adjusting means. The oscillator (3) supplies clock signals to the first counter (6), and the first and second counters (6,7) supplies horizontal and vertical scanning addresses to the ROM (9,10,11) so as for the advertising picture data to be outputted from the ROM (9,10,11). The third counter (8) supplies a delay signal for displaying of an advertising picture data of a picture scene at a time, thereby inhibiting the output of the ROM (9,10,11) for a certain period of time. The F/F circuit (31) prevents a dual display of the advertising picture on the screen, and the ROM (9,10,11) stores the advertising picture data separately for main color data, first sub-color data, second sub-color data and brightness data. The automatic color adjusting means receives the advertising data consisting of the main color data, the first sub-color data and the second sub-color data from the ROM (9,10,11) and supplies an advertising picture having a color definitely contrasting to the color of the picture of the currently broadcasting program. If the OSD circuit of the present invention is applied to television receivers, not only advertising picture data can be continuously displayed for a certain period of time in a successive manner, but also a clear and harmonized picture color can be obtained.
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